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A significant sum of US dollars has gone into global market
operations since the last round of stimulus efforts began.
Specifically, the M2 money stock increased to over 20 trillion US
dollars from the 15.5 trillion dollars in place less than twentyfour months ago. This magnitude of US dollar creation has
lessened the opportunity costs of possessing US dollars and
has raised prospects of earning economic rents from employing
assets. Therefore, money creation is a stimulative tool that can
temporarily make spending and investment appear cheap and
encourage many activities, including financing federal deficits or
taking out home equity loans.
The Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) currently adds around 120
billion dollars per month to the current money stock through
government security purchases. The Fed’s security purchases
are in addition to the natural money creation that would already
occur in the banking system by setting short-term interest rates.
As a result, financial institutions hold irregularly high currency
reserve balances, protecting them against potential loss and
raising the available capital base for productive use.
One of the asymmetric risks of creating money is runaway inflation
if no productivity gains happen during the stimulative period for
the economy. Today’s common consensus seems to believe the
Fed may let things go on for too long and may lose control of
inflation. However, the Fed’s guidance on inflation seems more
on the transitory side of the risk. They credit the current supply
bottlenecks in manufacturing and shipping, as well as the shortterm increases to aggregate demand that government deficits
help create, as reasons for why the inflation rate has risen. Still,
the Federal Reserve is monitoring the inflation rate carefully and
has indicated that security purchases may begin to taper by the
end of this year on the precaution that inflation could get out of
hand.
The Fed is doing its best to communicate that a security
purchase taper does not translate into higher interest rates
for the economy. That is why the Fed is acting carefully not to
send the wrong message out, which could lead to a significant
and downward revaluation of assets and slow the economy’s
progress. In actuality, the Fed appears more worried about
insufficient spending versus having too many expenditures
going on at one time. For example, the reenactment of the debt
ceiling has given the US Congress another contentious issue to
figure out and added to the complexity of lawmaking. Without
new legislation to raise the legal borrowing limit, the US Treasury
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“The US Congress is working
on a 3.5 trillion dollar package
of spending programs and tax
breaks to support a broader
range of public investments.”
could run out of money to service its existing obligations in the
next few months. In addition, room to borrow and spend on
any infrastructure bill would be quickly squashed or materially
delayed.
The US Congress is working on a 3.5 trillion dollar package of
spending programs and tax breaks to support a broader range
of public investments. The Democratic party is currently trying
to rally its Democratic centrists to support the bill through a
process known as reconciliation. Reconciliation requires only a
simple majority in the Senate to pass the piece of legislation.
In addition, the spending package will require higher taxes on
corporations and affluent households. Only about 200 billion
dollars of the total program and tax breaks will use public debt.
The proposal under its current form expects to add 1% to the
annual rate of GDP over the next ten years. So, GDP would
increase to 5.4% in 2022 under the base assumptions compared
to 4.3% if this piece of stimulus does not pass.
Prices in financial markets are behaving as if the domestic
economy will remain in a period of expansion. As a result, the
foreign exchange rate of the US dollar has slipped in value,
and commodity prices have recovered from some recent mild
declines. Furthermore, bond yields have retreated based on
Fed guidance, and earnings surprises are validating equity
valuations. The combined effects of monetary expansion and
social government spending are capable of producing economic
growth. However, the uncertainty of what proportion comes
from inflation and what remaining balance gets derived from
real productivity growth will matter a lot for the nation’s future
economy. As the Fed and US Treasury Secretary have previously
warned, things could become fragile if Congress cannot do its
part.
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Monthly

2.16%

2.02%

0.09%

0.45%

-0.77%

0.80%

Year to Date

20.40%

10.78%

2.20%

-0.49%

17.62%

5.64%

*DATA USED IS SOURCED FROM MORNINGSTAR®, DATE ENDING AUGUST 31, 2021.

US STOCKS

FOREIGN STOCKS

US Stock rose nicely in August to further
extend this year’s gains. The large-cap
category average drew in a 2.6% return,
which raised its year-to-date performance
to 20.6%. Mid- and small-cap returns were
a bit less than the large-cap return at
around 2.0% during the month. However,
all index categories are running around
that 20.0% year-to-date performance mark.
Thus, even though cyclical stocks have
performed well this year, the mega-caps
still show incredible resilience.

FOREIGN BONDS

Foreign Stocks did about as well as US
stocks in August. Large developed stocks
returned 1.7%, while gains in small-caps
and emerging markets were closer to
2.0%. Nevertheless, on a comparable yearto-date basis, foreign equity returns are
much more diverse. Large-caps have taken
in around 11.0% over the last eight months
and small-caps have brought in a solid
15.9%; however, emerging markets are the
significant laggard of the year, standing at
only 5.5%.

US BONDS
US Bonds remained relatively stable
during August. Returns softened a
bit in investment-grade categories of
fixed-income securities. Year-to-date,
intermediate treasuries have slid into
some minor losses, while inflationprotected government securities have
outperformed with a 4.2% return. High-risk
bonds experienced small gains last month.
Securities like high-yield corporates and
bank loans have returned around 3.0% to
4.0% this year.

HARD ASSETS

Foreign Bonds were modestly positive in
August due to an increase in demand for
emerging market debts. As a result, the
emerging markets category saw a growth
of 1.1% in August, which helped reverse
its year-to-date deficit into market gains.
As a result, emerging markets now handle
a year-to-date return of 0.8%. However,
the composite of world bonds has lost
investors -1.8% since the beginning of the
year.

Hard Assets dipped in August on weakness
in the precious metals category average.
This year’s selling of precious metals is not
expected when inflationary risks are part
of the economy. However, returns in real
estate categories are doing well and are
offsetting against the losses in precious
metals.

HYBRIDS
Hybrids had modest and positive returns
in August. Last month’s convertible bond
returns reached 1.4%, and the preferred
stock returns were 0.2%. Year-to-date, both
categories of assets are returning around
5.5% since the beginning of the year.
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